
Guided type fall arrester, detachable model, AC 010 type

Metallic elements of the AC 010 fall arrester are made of galvanised steel.

The detachable guided type fall arrester AC 010 can be mounted on a flexible anchoring support with 
a diameter of 14 mm.

The AC 010 fall arrester is provided with an energy absorber and self-locking hook AZ 002 type or 
other types of connectors.  

The AC 010 fall arrester can be detached from the flexible anchoring support.

Code: AC 010
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Elastic anchoring system for work on lattice poles

The elastic anchoring system for work on lattice poles consists of one or two elastic polyamide 
lanyards provided at one of the ends with an ABM-type energy absorber.
At the loops of the lanyards there can be attached (on demand) hooks of large opening (AZ 022, AZ 
023, AZ 025), which allow their hanging on the pole lattice.

The maximum length of the system is of 2 m, attached connectors included.
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Retractable fall arrester with webbing - Rolex type (2,25 m)

ROLEX retractable fall arresters are provided with polyester webbing 47 mm wide and 2 m long and 
energy absorber.

Overall dimensions (without absorber and connectors): 115 x 80 x 150 mm
Maximum working length: 2,25 m
Weight: 1,180 kg
Maximum operating load: 140 kg

The fall arrester housing is made of plastic and the components are made of steel. The end of the 
energy absorber webbing is provided with a loop where there is attached a fully rotating hook, 
provided with a fall indicator.
In the upper area, the fall arrester is provided with a metallic element where a removable steel 
carabiner with screw locking gate  - AZ 011 type is attached.
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